Abstract. Taking customer data as an example, the paper presents an approach to enhance the management of enterprise data by using Semantic Web technologies. Customer data is the most important kind of core business entity a company uses repeatedly across many business processes and systems, and customer data management (CDM) is becoming critical for enterprises because it keeps a single, complete and accurate record of customers across the enterprise. Existing CDM systems focus on integrating customer data from all customer-facing channels and front and back office systems through multiple interfaces, as well as publishing customer data to different applications. To make the effective use of the CDM system, this paper investigates semantic query and analysis over the integrated and centralized customer data, enabling automatic classification and relationship discovery. We have implemented these features over IBM Websphere Customer Center, and shown the prototype to our clients. We believe that our study and experiences are valuable for both Semantic Web community and data management community.
Introduction
With the increase of market competition, modern companies become more and more seriously dependent on their information, such as customer and product data. A typical situation that companies are facing is information incomplete and inconsistent across many systems, such as one product having different codes and descriptions in various markets, and one customer having different IDs in various systems. This situation mainly results from the lack of global standards (or insufficient application of standards), and the fact that data is captured many times, in many different systems. Therefore, it is critically important to keep a single truth of core entities across various systems within an enterprise to improve business efficiency. Core business entities that a company uses repeatedly across many business processes and systems are called master data [7] , such as lists or hierarchies of customers, accounts, products. Customer data is the most important kind of master data, and customer data management is becoming critical for modern enterprises because it maintains a single, complete and accurate record of customers across the enterprise [6] . Recently, major data management solution providers, such as IBM, Oracle and SAP, have released their master data management (MDM) solutions [2] [3] [4] , especially on customer data management (CDM, also called customer data integration, CDI) and product information management (PIM). But it does not mean that all problems in MDM have been well solved and these commercial systems meet all customers' requirements. In fact, it is reported in [6] [7] that there are still some technical challenges in MDM, for instance, enterprise-wide master data models, federation and identity management. In our previous work on PIM [14] , we proposed to build an expressive and flexible ontology to represent the semantics of product information, which dynamically varies with business changes. The proposed approach enables automatic categorization and relationship discovery for product data.
Different from PIM, mature industry models for customer data have been developed [8] , such as the customer model for insurance and the patient model for healthcare. The CDM system can directly make use of these industry models without changes or with few changes. Also, there are no strong business needs to change the customer data model after it is deployed. So, based on the industry models, the CDM system can develop well-optimized database schema and thus run in an operational way. IBM Websphere Customer Center (WCC) V6.5 [4] is such an example. It adopts different data models for different industries, uses an object-oriented schema for storage and provides more than 500 business services to manage customer data. Integrating customer data from heterogeneous data sources for a single, complete and accurate record of customers has been widely studied for decades, such as the ETL approach supported by commercial MDM solutions. In this paper, we investigate how to search and analyze the integrated customer data stored in an operational store by semantic Web technologies, instead of discussing data cleansing and integration issues. Besides customer data, the proposed method could be easily adapted to various enterprise data management solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces ontology enabled classification and relationship query. Our prototype over IBM WCC [31] is presented in Section 3, including ontology representation, mapping, SPARQL query evaluation, and reasoning. Section 4 presents experiment results and Section 5 concludes this paper.
Semantic Query and Analysis for Customer Data Management
Based on W3C's specifications on semantic Web (such as RDFS [1] , OWL [10] ), we develop semantic technologies for consumption by CDM, which enables:
Exposing customer data as RDF views and linking them with the open ontology/data for effective collaboration. Declarative definition of customer entities and relationships using logic languages supported by Semantic Web. Analytics to discover valuable but implicit knowledge hidden in the rich relationships among customer data. Domain Ontology Based Classification. In reality, lots of shallow ontologies [19] (like taxonomy) for classification purpose are developed, such as profession ontology in Figure 1 (a). These ontologies encoding common knowledge can be leveraged by existing CDM systems to categorize customer data. By simply associating customer data with such domain ontologies, users can classify and retrieve their customers by profession, sector etc.. For instance, we can say "Customer A is a Cosmologist". Then, when querying all "Scientist", we will obtain Customer A. This sort of concept query is based on class inheritance in RDFS/OWL. Classification based on Formal Vocabularies. The expressivity of OWL allows the definition of logical classes (using intersection, union and complement operators). This enables automatic classification for customer data. Also, OWL restrictions support the creation of new category of customer data. As the example in Figure 1(b) shows, we can use OWL intersection and hasValue restrictions to define a new category "US Citizen" which is a subclass of the pre-built category "Person". Using OWL reasoning, instances of this newly-defined category can be automatically retrieved. Besides OWL restrictions, we can also apply rules to formally describe new categories. An example is to define VIP customers as those whose minimum payment is larger than $10K. That is, users can extend the core CDM vocabulary using OWL expressions or business rules, and freely define new categories at query time and classify customers using reasoning, rather than changing the deployed CDM data model and storage model to represent new categories. This definitely helps to improve the flexibility of CDM systems. Domain ontology based classification allows users to leverage open ontologies to classify and query customers using relatively simple reasoning, whereas OWL restrictions or rules allow users to define new categories based on existing classes and properties of the core CDM ontology and use expressive ontology reasoning or rule reasoning for classification. Relationship Discovery and Query. OWL allows the definition of richer relationships. In OWL, it is possible to define an Object Property as symmetric, functional, or transitive. OWL Object Properties are suitable to describe the complex relationships among customers, as well as those between customers and other entities like contracts. Followings are some examples of relationships in CDM: Partner, Sibling, Trustee-Trustee, Owner between party and contract, Part-of among contracts. Besides using OWL to define the type of relationships, we can use rules to define more general relationships in CDM. Using OWL and Datalog rule inference, we can effectively discover implicit relationships from explicit assertions. For instance, the query "Find all Insurance Contracts held by Persons having the same address as an insured property" needs to compute two implicit rule paths: Contract->Holding->Property->Address->Person and Contract->Person->Address.
Building an ontology representation for customer data (named core WCC ontology in Figure 1 ) will facilitate us to implement the above attractive features over existing CDM systems. Moreover, end users can query customer data via classes and relationships defined in ontologies and rules, for example "Find all Scientists living in UK" to send mailing regarding sale of lab coats. In this paper, we refer to the above features as semantic query and analysis over CDM systems, which can be realized by SPARQL queries [12] . In addition, an advantage provided by ontology and RDF is to give each CDM entity a Universal Resources Identifier (URI). That is, we can expose customer data as linked RDF data and allow effective synchronization of CDM utilities to other core business entities, such as those in PIM, or to open data like DBpedia [30] .
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System Implementation
In this section, we take IBM WCC [4] as an example to detail our implementation of semantic query and analysis for CDM [31] . But technologies developed here can be used in other CDM systems, and easily adapted to various data management solutions.
Architecture
A CDM system provides a unified customer view and an update environment to multiple channels. So, it is impractical to export all customer data into an RDF store for semantic query and analysis. Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed system, which adds a semantic data access engine over a CDM system through a RDB-toontology mapping. The engine exposes a virtual RDF view for customer data.
Firstly, we create a mapping to link customer data with the OWL ontology generated and enriched from the CDM logical data model. That is, we construct a formal ontology representation for customer data stored in the CDM system. Then, users can define business rules for knowledge discovery, and can introduce domain ontologies or OWL restrictions for classification. At query time, users can issue SPARQL queries to the semantic data access engine for data retrieval. The query can include classes and properties defined in both core and user-extended ontologies, and those in domain ontologies. A query will be parsed into a SPARQL query pattern tree.
Each node in the tree will be analyzed and checked whether it implies ontology reasoning or rule reasoning. When the rule reasoning is needed, the Datalog rule evaluation will be conducted. If ontology reasoning for instance classification is required, the ontology reasoner will be called. During the reasoning process, the SPARQL query pattern tree will be modified according to the reasoning result. Finally, a SQL generator will generate a single SQL statement, which is evaluated by the database engine where the CDM store is built. In our current implementation, SOR ontology repository [17] is used to store ontologies and rules, and SHER engine [15] for ontology classification reasoning. Business users are able to directly use semantic query to retrieve customer data and analyze the relationships among entities involved in CDM. Another valuable use scenario of semantic query is to enable application developers to develop general analytic services over CDM systems. Now, most existing CDM systems provide only built-in services and do not allow direct SQL queries. For example, WCC provides more than 500 services for various operations and may use different optimization techniques for different services, such as materialized views. When users want additional analytic services that can be realized by the semantic queries, developers just need to write SPARQL to implement them and do not have to consider complex SQL statements and reasoning. That is, we provide a general way to develop new analytic services by SPARQL queries.
Ontology and Mapping Building
The physical storage model of CDM is similar to its logical data model pre-built for a particular industry. As introduced in the Section 1, the data model of CDM is relatively stable. The CDM's object-oriented storage model makes it possible to take full advantage of mature relational database technologies. The stable data model sacrifices flexibility but contributes to the performance. Therefore, we should construct a relatively stable, lightweight, and coarse-grained ontology model for CDM, over which the business rules and class expressions still can be defined for expressivity. Meanwhile, we need a RDB-to-ontology mapping between the CDM storage model and the constructed ontology model so that an ontology query can be executed smoothly over the CDM system. Note that there are two types of ontologies in our system. The first type of ontology is a semantic representation of underlying customer data and derived from the logical model of the CDM system. The second type of ontology is the imported domain ontology, which captures the domain knowledge and enables users to view customer data based on the domain vocabulary. In CDM, many N-Ary relationships are used to describe the variability of customer data. For instance, relationships can be time-dependant, such as Party_Relationship having attributes Start_Datetime and End_Datetime. Moreover, CDM has a set of predefined types for Party_Relationship, such as AncestorOf. OWL only allows the definition of binary relationships, but we need to represent N-Ary relationships in CDM. The best practices documented at [23] for N-Ary relationship representation in OWL provide some choices as a starting point. In our case, we model N-Ary relationships as classes. For example, Party_Relationship is an OWL class, and the specific relationship between two parties is an OWL individual and has Start_Datetime and End_Datetime as properties. The characteristics of relationships (such as symmetric, transitive) can be enforced by rules. We can use a rule engine for relationships inference, which is discussed in more detail in next sub-sections. RDB-to-Ontology Mapping: Given the designed CDM ontology, we have to map customer data to it for semantic queries. The mapping is critical to translate a SPARQL query on ontologies into an executable SQL on customer data. In 2008, W3C has formed an incubator group to investigate the standardization of a mapping language between ontology and relational database. Here, we use D2RQ mapping language [9] , which is a declarative language for defining the mapping between an ontology and a relational data model. To generate a complete mapping file, we adopt a semi-automatic method. We firstly generate an initial D2RQ mapping based on WCC's physical schema using the D2RQ mapping tool, and then revise it manually according to our ontology.
SPARQL Query Evaluation
SPARQL queries allow to access customer data, user-defined categories and imported domain ontologies. Figure 4 shows the high level workflow of our query processing. A SPARQL query is firstly parsed into a query pattern tree (shown in Figure 5 ), and then the Datalog rule engine checks if there are rule heads in query nodes and expands rule heads accordingly. If there is a recursive loop in expanding the rule heads, the Datalog engine will evaluate the corresponding query nodes directly and generate a temporary table as evaluation results. In this process, the Datalog engine will call the SQL generator, which is responsible to generate optimized SQL queries, to get SQL statements for rule reasoning. Accordingly, the Datalog engine updates the SPARQL pattern tree by modifying the query nodes that need reasoning. At last, the SQL generator translates the updated SPARQL pattern tree into a single SQL statement. As mentioned in Section 2, we use an ontology reasoner for instance classification. If a SPARQL query needs classification reasoning (i.e. the triple pattern using rdf:type as predicate), the ontology reasoner will be invoked and the results are temporarily stored in a TypeOf table, which contains userdefined classification information as well (namely user-specified TypeOf information through domain ontologies). That is, the query nodes with rdf:type as predicate are translated into a sub-query over a TypeOf table. Some translation methods have been proposed to translate a SPARQL query into SQL queries for evaluation based on the RDB-to-ontology mapping, such as D2R [20] , Virtuoso's SPARQL to SQL translation [28] Generally, the graph pattern of a SPARQL query can be expressed as a SPARQL pattern tree, which is introduced in our previous work [16] . The pattern tree shows the backbone of the SPARQL query and is very useful for the SPARQL-to-SQL translation. Figure 5 shows the SPARQL pattern tree of the above example query. There are five types of nodes in the pattern tree: AND node: It corresponds to the conjunction of graph patterns in a SPARQL query. Each child node has a flag to indicate whether the node is optional or not. By this way, optional patterns in SPARQL are also covered by AND nodes. OR node: It corresponds to a UNION pattern in a SPARQL query. TRIPLE node: It represents a graph pattern with a single triple. The subject, predicate and object in the triple could be constants or variables. Taking the constants as a special IRI/Literal pattern, the prefixes and the data types of the constants are adopted to filter out unmatched property bridges and class maps, which can effectively reduce the number of sub-queries. (4) Flattened SQL to detect unnecessary JOINs. When an AND-pattern contains more than one sub-pattern, the SQL statements of the sub-patterns should be merged for one SQL. An alternative way of merging sub-SQL statements is to take one sub-SQL as a table and embed the table in the FROM clause of the other sub-SQL. However, the unnecessary JOINs in embedded IRI/Literal patterns may lose the opportunity of being detected and removed. Therefore, we adopt a flattened SQL strategy to merge the SELECT, FROM and WHERE clauses of the sub-SQL statements, respectively. By this way, the IRI/Literal patterns can be directly generated using the columns in the new SELECT clause. Once the sub-queries from child pattern nodes are flattened, it is easy to find the unnecessary self-joins on primary key. In that case, two tables in the FROM clause can be reduced into one, and the costly join operation is avoided.
Reasoning in CDM
In this section, we first define the semantics of the reasoning system and then introduce the reasoning approach.
Semantics of CDM reasoning
For the better understanding of reasoning semantics, we first categorize the reasoning in CDM according to the reasoning scope as follows.
1) Reasoning for ontology:
The reasoning introduced in this category is performed based on the CDM ontology. Specifically, it is either to classify data into newly-defined classes or to find implicit assertions from the CDM ontology. Under this category, we further classify the reasoning as the following two types: Reasoning based on Description Logic (DL): We apply IBM SHER engine [15] to support all concept assertions. SHER reasoner uses a novel method that allows for efficient querying of SHIN ontologies with large ABoxes in databases. Currently, this method focuses on instance retrieval that queries all individuals of a given class in the ABox. It is well known that all queries over DL ontologies can be reduced to consistency check, which is usually checked by a tableau algorithm. Motivated by the fact that in most real ontologies: 1) individuals of the same class tend to have the same assertions with other individuals; 2) most assertions are in fact irrelevant for purposes of consistency check, we proposed to group individuals which are instances of the same class into a single individual to generate a summary ABox of a small size. Then, consistency check can be done on the dramatically simplified summary ABox, instead of the original ABox. The SHER reasoner implements this reasoning approach on top of SOR's storage component. It is reported in [15] that SHER can process ABox queries with up to 7.4 million assertions efficiently.
Reasoning based on Description Logic Programs (DLP):
DLP reasoning is applied to discover the implicit role assertions (relationships) in the CDM ontology. Description logic programs (DLP) is an intersection of description logic (DL) and logic programs (LP). As a subset of LP, DLP can be fulfilled by horn rule reasoning. An example rule in DLP could be wcc:p(x,z):-wcc:p(x,y) . wcc:p(y,z), where p is a transitive property in the CDM ontology. Compared with DL reasoning, the complexity of which is NEXPTIME-complete, the LP can be computed in P-time. It has been proved that DLP reasoning is sufficient for RDFS ontology. For the ontology with more expressivity, such as OWL-DL, DLP reasoning is sound but incomplete. In our application, DLP is applied in the part of ontology reasoning. The program, which consists of a fixed set of horn rules for DLP reasoning, is denoted as P DLP .
2) Reasoning for user-defined rules: In our application, users can define a set of business rules (denoted as program P user ) on top of ontology to enrich the semantics. The rules are in the form of Datalog-safe rules [27] , with the extension of aggregation functions. For example, the rules r1 to r5 in Section 3.3 are user-defined rules. Specifically, r1 and r2 define the sub-organization relationship. R3 and r4 define the legal-reprehensive relationship between a person and an origination. Also, the rule r5 defines the concept of VIP organization. An important constraint for user-defined rule is that the rule head could not be the DL predicate.
For clarity, we refer to DL reasoning as ontological reasoning and logic programs as rule reasoning. In general, the combination of ontological reasoning and rule reasoning causes the undecidability problem. In [24] , Motik et al. proposed a decidable combination of OWL-DL with rules by restricting the rules to so-called DL-safe ones. In our work, we separated these two types of reasoning to gain the decidability. The semantics of our knowledge base system is as follows. First, let KB be the knowledge base corresponding to the CDM ontology. In addition, let KB' denote the extension of KB by importing domain ontology and/or defining new OWL restrictions. We apply the ontological reasoning ∏ on KB' to find all concept assertions, and the result model is represented as ∏ (KB'). Given the program P= P DLP ∪ P user (where P DLP and P user are the program for DLP rules and user-defined rules respectively), the fixpoint [27] of
∏ (KB') can be computed as P(∏(KB')). Any assertion α is called entailed by our reasoning system iff it is contained in P(∏(KB')).
Note that the example in [25] shows that separating ontological reasoning and rule reasoning may cause incompleteness problem. However, due to the simplicity of the CDM ontology (RDFS), our reasoning scheme is practical for customer data management in terms of decidability and soundness, with the minor drawback on completeness.
Proposed solution
After defining the semantics, we introduce the high-level design of our reasoning system. In terms of the reasoning scheme, we apply a runtime-based reasoning, i.e., the reasoning is performed at query time. Compared with materialize-based reasoning, in which all the inference results are pre-computed and stored in database, despite having longer response time, the runtime reasoning occupies much less disk space and does not have the update problem. Given the large size customer data, it is obviously not practical to materialize all inference results. We have two reasoning components. For ontological reasoning, SHER engine is deployed to do domain ontology based classification and classification based on formal vocabularies and to discover all concept assertions for the CDM ontology. As another key component, a Datalog engine is designed and implemented for supporting the reasoning for all the rules.
Algorithm: TreeExpansion Input:
node: the root of the SPARQL query tree P: the program for rule reasoning (the set of rules) dGraph: dependency graph of program P hashMap: the mapping between rule-head predicate and temporary table Output:
The root of the expanded SPARQL query tree Method: if (node is not a leaf)
for each child node chNode chNode = TreeExpansion(chNode, hashMap, dGraph); return node; /* cases for leaf node */ if (node does not requires reasoning) return node; if (node corresponds to a type-of assertion) /* require ontological reasoning */ Set node based on SHER reasoning result; return node; /* node is related to rule head */ if (node can be found in hashMap) /* i.e., has been evaluated before */ node = corresponding temporary pattern in hashMap; return node; else /* rule reasoning */ if (node is not in a strong connected subgraph of dGraph) /* not recursive */ Build sub-tree sRoot by expanding node based on related rules; return TreeExpansion(sRoot, hashMap, dGraph); else /* recursive rule evaluation */ Find the strong connected sub-graph scGraph that contains node; for each node dNode that is depended by a node in scGraph and dNode scGraph dNode = TreeExpansion(dNode, hashMap, dGraph); Call SQLGenerator(dNode) to get SQL statement; Create temporary table for dNode based the SQL; Update hashMap; /* call datalog evaluation for a set of rules */ Find the set of rules ruleSet that corresponds to all nodes in scGraph; DatalogEvaluatior(ruleSet, hashMap);// hashMap is updated node = corresponding temporary pattern in hashMap; return node;
Figure 7. TreeExpansion Algorithm
Tree expansion approach. Recall that the functionality of the CDM reasoning system is to rewrite original SPARQL query tree, such that every node on the tree can be directly interpreted and processed by the SPARQL query engine. In other words, after processed by the reasoning system, the tree becomes ready to be translated into one SQL statement by the SQL generator component.
Technically, SHER engine will be invoked for every node corresponding concept assertion in the SPARQL query tree. For each node related to the rule head, the rule reasoning component will process it based on the program P (i.e., the set of all rules). According to the characteristics of related rule(s), each rule-head node will either be expanded into a sub pattern tree or be replaced by a temporary pattern (corresponding to a temporary table). Specifically, if the node corresponds to one or multiple nonrecursive rules 1 , it can be expanded as a sub pattern tree. For example, suppose that in Figure 5 , the N-Ary pattern on the left relates to a non-recursive rule r5. Then, we can replace the N-Ary pattern by a sub pattern tree that is built based on r5, as shown in Figure 6 . For the node corresponding to recursive rules, we have to trigger the Datalog engine to compute the fixpoint for all related rules and append a temporary pattern to replace the node. Suppose in Figure 5 the N-Ary pattern on the right corresponds to the rule head of r4. Because r4 is a self-recursive rule, the N-Ary pattern can not be expanded as a sub pattern tree. Instead, we do Datalog evaluation and create the temporary pattern for it, as can be seen in Figure 6 .
Importantly, the principle of SPARQL tree rewriting is to maintain the tree structure (i.e., expand the node) as much as possible and generate the temporary pattern (i.e., trigger the Datalog evaluation) only when necessary. The aim is to give the SQL generator more information for optimization. Intuitively, the more information the SQL generator can have, the better chance exists to get the final generated SQL optimized.
TreeExpansion algorithm. To follow the above principle, we propose a key algorithm to rewrite the SPARQL query tree. Figure 7 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm. The algorithm recursively expand the query tree based on the ontological reasoning and rule reasoning. Since the SHER engine has been introduced in [27] , for simplicity, in this section, we focus on the rule reasoning part. If a node in the SPARQL query corresponds to a rule-head predicate, the rule reasoning engine is triggered. First, as in traditional Datalog approach, by checking dependency graph 2 of program P, we can determine if the related rule(s) is recursive or not. For nonrecursive rule (i.e., the rule head is not in a strong connected sub-graph 3 of the dependency graph), we expand the node as a sub-tree and then recursively call TreeExpansion method on the sub-tree. If the rule is recursive, we compute the strong connected sub-graph scGraph it belongs to. Then, we search on the dependency graph to find any dNode such that 1) dNode is not contained in scGraph and 2) at least one node in scGraph depends on dNode. If there does not exist such dNode, it means that the all recursive rules corresponding to the nodes in scGraph do not depends on other rules. In this case, we can call Datalog evaluation for computing the fixpoint for these recursive rules. Otherwise (dNode exists), before the Datalog evaluation for recursive rules related to scGraph, we have to get the temporary table for each dNode. So, we 1 A rule r is called recursive if it depends on itself or mutually depends on other rules. Otherwise, r is non-recursive rule.
2 A dependency graph of a program P is defined as a pair <V, E>, where V is the set of the rule-head predicates in P, and E is the set of direct edges that shows the dependent relationship among elements in V. 3 A graph G is called a strong connected graph if for every node pair (n1, n2) in G, there exist a path from n1 to n2. Given a program P, a rule in P is recursive if its head predicate is in a strong connected sub-graph of DG, where DG is the dependency graph of P.
treat each dNode as an N-Ary pattern. After recursively call TreeExpansion to expand dNode, the SQL generator is called to get the SQL statement, and the data for dNode is retrieved and stored in a temporary table. From the algorithm, we can see that our Datalog evaluation will call DatalogEvaluatior only when we need to compute the fixpoint for a set of recursive rules. DatalogEvaluatior is implemented based on the semi-naïve evaluation approach with Magic Sets optimization [27] . After the evaluation, DatalogEvaluatior will update the temporary table hashMap, which is designed to avoid evaluating the same set of rules multiple times.
Experimental Results
We implemented our approach to semantic query and analysis over IBM Websphere Customer Center [31] . In this section, we report the experiment results to show the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach. All experiments are conducted on a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium-D PC with 2GB RAM, running Windows XP Professional. Through a 1.0 Gbps intranet, a 2.66GHz Intel Core2 PC with 2GB RAM serves as the backend WCC server, with IBM DB2 9.1 Enterprise edition as the database.
In the experiments, we used a data set from a real WCC customer. The main entities in the data set include 1.9M contracts, 1.0M claims, 2.0M contacts (parties) and 3.2M location groups. The data set contains 1.9M records for contact-contract relationship. To estimate the performance of semantic queries that are of interest to WCC customers, additional synthetic data is generated to enrich the data set. We generate 1.0M records for contact-contact relationship, contract-contract relationship, contact-claim relationship and contract-claim relationship, respectively.
Since our approach translates a SPARQL query into a single SQL statement, its effectiveness can be evaluated by the correctness of the resulting SQL statements. The system performance is demonstrated in terms of query translation time, response time, and retrieval time, i.e., the duration from the time that a query is issued to the time that a SQL statement is generated, to the time that first answer is retrieved, and to the time that the last record in the result is retrieved, respectively. Table 1 gives the sample rules used in the experiments. Note that in our test cases, all reasoning tasks are covered by the rule inference. R1 and R2 define the relationships that will be frequently used. R3 to R7 are designed for the scenario below: an insurance company wants to analyze each contract to see how many large claims (claims with amount greater than $5000) are made from it. Table 2 gives the semantics of queries used in the experiments. Indeed, these types of queries are interested and suggested by customers. Not all sample queries are shown in Table 3 due to space limitations. Except for MQ4, all queries can be translated into a SQL statement without any inference result materialized in temporary tables. MQ2-1 and MQ2-2 have the same query semantics but MQ2-2 utilizes rule predicate (N-Ary pattern) to specify partner-trustee relationships. The same situation happens for MQ3-1 and MQ3-2. Figure 8 shows the translation time, response time and retrieval time for queries MQ0, MQ1, MQ2 and MQ3. We can see that the translation time is relatively little compared with retrieval time. Comparing MQ2-1 and MQ2-2, the expansion of the rule predicate in the SPARQL introduces a marginal additional cost. However, rules can be re-used and can make SPARQL queries concise. Note that the retrieval time is less than 3 seconds for these quite complex semantic queries. This is mainly because that our query translation approach outputs near optimal SQL statements. To answer MQ4, rules from R3 to R7 will be triggered. Note that R4 and R6 are recursive rules. So, we have to call the Datalog engine to do evaluation twice (for R4 and R6 respectively) and store the inference results in temporary tables. A naïve way to answer MQ4 is to firstly to compute the number of large claims for all contracts, and then to select the record for the given contract 1162960045467. In the experiment, this naïve approach takes 40.109 seconds as the retrieval time. A smarter approach is to apply the filter condition at early stage of the query so that the inference is performed only for the relevant data. The classical Magic Sets algorithm [29] helps to realize the later approach by rewriting the rules based on the filter condition. To improve the query performance, we implemented the Magic Sets algorithm in our system. As a result, the retrieval time for MQ4 is improved to 6.453 seconds.
We also tried to run MQ0, MQ1, MQ2-1 and MQ3-1 on D2R sever [9] (V0.3.2 in our tests), an open source engine for RDF access to relational databases. However, D2R cannot well support these queries especially when the queries may introduce a number of JOINs. This is because that D2R server provides a memory based solution and does not use enough optimizations (not optimized for graph traversals). As D2R does not support N-Ary patterns and reasoning, it cannot execute MQ2-2, MQ3-2 and MQ4.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the use of semantic Web technologies for enterprise customer data management. Taking WCC as an example, we introduced an ontology representation for industry customer data model. An effective and practical approach to SPARQL query processing was proposed, with the ontology and rule reasoning incorporated. We believe that the presented approach could be easily adapted to various enterprise data management solutions for semantic query and analysis. 
ID Query Explanation
MQ0
Find the claims that are associated to a given contract (1162960045467) and have the amount greater than $5000 MQ1
Find the claimants of the claims that are associated to the contract 1162960045467 and have the amount greater than $5500 MQ2
Find the person who has the partner 1000020 and is the trustee of the contact 1000045.
MQ3
Find the claimant (with their guardians) who are related to the replacement of contract with id 1000 MQ4 Find the number of large claims (amount greater than 5000) made on contract 1162960045467 
